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Abst ract .  The unfold/fold transformation system defined by Tamaki and 
Sato was meant for definite programs. It transforms a program into an equiv- 
alent one in the sense of both the least tterbrand model semantics and the 
Computed Answer Substitution semantics. Seki extended the method to nor- 
mal programs and specialized it in order to preserve also the finite failure set. 
The resulting system is correct wrt nearly all the declarative semantics for 
normal programs. An exception is Fitting's model semantics. In this paper we 
consider a slight variation of Saki's method and we study its correctness wrt 
Fitting's semantics. We define an applicability condition for the fold opera- 
tion and we show that it ensures the preservation of the considered semantics 
through the transformation. 
1 Introduction 
The unfold/fold transformation rules were introduced by Burstall and Darl ington 
[8] for transforming clear, simple functional programs into equivalent, more efficient 
ones. The rules were early adapted to the field of logic programs both for program 
synthesis [10, 13] and for program specialization and optimization [2, 16]. Soon later, 
Tamaki and Sato [26] proposed an elegant framework for the transformation of logic 
programs based on unfold/fold rules. 
The major  requirement of a transformation system is its correctness: it should 
transform a program into an equivalent one. Tamaki and Sato's system was originally 
designed for definite programs and in this context a natural  equivalence on programs 
is the one induced by the least Herbrand model semantics. In [26] it was shown that 
the system preserves uch a semantics. Afterward, the system was proven to be 
correct wrt many other semantics: the computed answer substitution semantics [14], 
the Perfect model semantics [24], the Well-Founded semantics [25] and the Stable 
model semantics [23, 4]. 
In [24], Seki modified the method by restricting its applicabil ity conditions. The 
system so defined enjoys all the semantic properties of Tamaki-Sato's,  moreover, 
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it preserves the finite failure set of the original program [22] and it is correct wrt 
Kunen's semantics [21]. 
However, neither Tamaki-Sato's, nor Seki's system preserve the Fitting model 
semantics. 
In this paper we consider a transformation schema which is similar yet slightly 
more restrictive to the one introduced by Seki [24] for normal programs. We study 
the effect of the transformation  the Fitting's semantics [11] and we individuate 
a sufficient condition for its preservation. 
The difference between the method we propose and the one of Seki consists in the 
fact that here the operations have to be performed in a precise order. We believe that 
this order corresponds to the "natural" order in which the operations are usually 
carried out within a transformation sequence, and therefore that the restriction we 
impose is actually rather mild. 
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we recall the definition of 
Fitting's operator. In Section 3 the transformation schema is defined and exemplified, 
and the applicability conditions for the fold operation are presented and discussed. 
Finally, in Section 4, we prove the correctness of the unfold/fold transformation wrt 
Fitting's semantics. 
2 P re l iminar ies  
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of logic programming; 
throughout the paper we use the standard terminology of [17] and [1]. We consider 
normal programs, that is finite collections of normal rules, A ~-- L1,. . . ,  Lm. where A 
is an atom and L1,. . . ,  Lm are ]iterals. Bp denotes the Herbrand base and Ground(P} 
the set of ground instances of clauses of a program P. We say that a clause is definite 
if the body contains only positive literals (atoms); a definite program is then a 
program consisting only of definite clauses. Symbols with a -.~ on top denote tuples 
of objects, for instance s denotes a tuple of variables z l , . . . ,  x,~, and s = ~ stands 
for xl = Yl A...Axn = Yn. We also adopt he usual logic programming notation that 
uses "," instead of A, hence a conjunction of literals Lj A ... A Ln will be denoted 
by L1,...,L,~ or by L. 
Three valued semantics for normal  programs. In this paper we refer to the 
usual Clark's completion definition, Comp(P), [9] which consists of the completed 
definition of each predicate together with CET, Clark's Equality Theory, which is 
needed in order to interpret "=" correctly. It is well-known that, when considering 
normal programs, the two valued completion Comp(P) of a program P might be 
inconsistent an consequently have no model; moreover, when Comp(P) is consistent, 
it usually has more models, none of which can be considered the least (hence the 
preferred) one. Following [11], we avoid this problem by switching to a three-valued 
logic, where the truth tables of the connective are the ones given by Kleene [15]. 
When working with 3-valued logic, the same definition of completion app/ies, with 
the only difference that the connective ~ is replaced with r Lucasiewicz's oper- 
ator of "having the same truth value". In this context, we have that a three valued 
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(or pa~ial) interpretation, is a mapping from the ground atoms of the language/ :  
into the set {true, false, undefined}. 
Def in i t ion l .  Let s be a language. A three valued (or parlial) /:-interprelalion, I, 
is a mapping from the ground atoms of / :  into the set {true, false, undefined}. 1:3 
A partial interpretation I is represented by an ordered couple, (T, F),  of disjoint 
sets of ground atoms. The atoms in T (resp. F)  are considered to be lrue (resp. false) 
in I. T is the positive part of I and is denoted by I+; equivalently F is denoted by 
I - .  Atoms which do not appear in either set are considered to be undefined. 
If I and J are two partial /:-interpretations, then I N J is the three valued /:- 
interpretation given by (I + N J+,  I -  A J - ) ,  I U J is the three valued/:-interpretation 
given by (I  + t3 J+,  I -  U J - )  and we say that I C J i f f I  = IN  J, that is, i f f I  + C J+ 
and I -  _C J - .  The set of all/:- interpretations is then a complete lattice. In the se- 
quel we refer to a fixed but unspecified language/~ that we assume contains all the 
functions ymbols and the predicate symbols of the programs that we consider, con- 
sequently we will omit the Z: prefix and speak of "interpretations" rather than of 
"/:-interpretations". 
We now give a definition of Fitting's operator [11]. We denote by Vat(E) the 
set of all the variables in an expression E and we write 3y BO as a shorthand for 
(3y B)~, that is, unless explicitly stated, the quantification applies always before the 
substitution. 
Def in i t ion2.  Let P be a normal program, and I a three valued interpretation. 
9 p( I )  is the three valued interpretation defined as follows: 
- A ground atom A is lrue in ~p( I )  
iff there exists a clause c : B , - - L .  in P whose head unifies with A, O = 
mgu(A,B), and 3~0 is true in I, where tb is the set of local variables of c, 
Co = Var(Z)\Var(B). 
- A ground atom A is false i n~p( I )  
i fffor all clauses c : B~-L  in P for which there exists 0 = mgu(A,B) we 
have that 3~ L6 is false in I, where ~ is the set of local variables of c, ~ = 
Var(L)\Var(B). 0 
Recall that a Herbrand model is a model whose universe is given by the set of 
/:-terms. 
~p is a monotonic operator, that is I C_ J implies q~p(I) C ~Sp(J), and charac- 
terizes the three valued semantics of Comp(P), in fact Fitting, in [11] shows that 
the three-valued Herbrand models of Comp(P) are exactly the fixpoints of ~/ie; it 
follows that any program has a least (wrt. C) three-valued Herbrand model, which 
coincides with the least fixpoint of ~p.  This model is usually referred to as Fitting's 
model. 
Def in i t ion3.  Let P be a program, Fitting's model of P, F i t (P) ,  is the least three 
valued Herbrand model of Comp(P). o 
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We adopt the standard notation: ~0 is the interpretation that maps every ground 
atom into the value undefined, ~?pa+l = ~p(~a) ,  ~ = Ut<a~pT/6, when c~ is a limit 
ordinal. From the monotonicity of ep  follows that its Kleene's sequence is mono- 
tonically increasing and it converges to its least fixpoint. Hence there always exists 
an ordinal c~ such that lfp(~p) = eTp~. Since ~p is monotone but not continuous, c~ 
could be greater than w. 
Theorem4 [11]. Le~ P be a program, then, for some ordinal c~, 
- F i t (P )  = r  [] 
3 Unfo ld / fo ld  t rans format ions  
3.1 In t roduct ion  
Unfold and fold are basic transformation rules but their definition may differ de- 
pending on the considered semantics. 
Unfolding is the fundamental operation for partial evaluation [18] and consists 
in applying a resolution step to the considered atom in all possible ways. Usually, it 
is applied only to positive literals (an exception is [3]). 
Folding is the inverse of unfolding when one single unfolding is possible. Syntac- 
tically, it consists in substituting a literal L for an equivalent conjunction of literals 
K in the body of a clause c. This operation is used to simplify unfolded clauses and 
to detect implicit recursive definitions. In order to preserve the declarative semantics 
of logic programs, its application must be restricted by some, semantic dependent, 
conditions. Therefore, the various proposals mainly differ in the choice of such con- 
ditions. They can be either a constraint on how to sequentialize the operations while 
transforming the program [26, 24], or they can be expressed only in terms of (seman- 
tic) properties of the program, independently from its transformation history [5, 19]. 
For normal programs different definitions for folding in a particular transformation 
sequence are given in [24, 23, 12]. 
3.2 A four step t rans format ion  schema 
In this section we introduce the unfold/fold transformation schema. All definitions 
are given modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses and standardization apart 
is always assumed. 
First we define the unfolding operation, which is basic to all the transformation 
systems. 
Def in i t ion5 Unfold. Let cl : A *--- L, H. be a clause of a normal program P, where 
H is an atom. Let {H1 ~--/?1,.-., H,~ *--/),~} be the set of clauses of P whose heads 
unify with H, by mgu's {01,...,  0.}. 
- unfolding an a*om H in cl consists of substituting cl with {cl~ . . . .  , cl'n} , where, 
for each i, cl~ = (A ~-- 7~, f~i)~i. 
unfold (P, cl, H) de2 P\{c l}  O {c l l , . . . ,  cl~}. [] 
Let P be a normal program. A four step transformation schema starting in the 
program P consists of the following steps: 
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Step  1. In t roduct ion  o f  new def in i t ions .  We add to the program P the set of 
clauses Ddef --" {ci : Hi *'-/~i}, where the predicate symbol of each Hi is new, that 
is, it does not occur in P.  On the other hand, we require that the predicate symbols 
found in each /3i are defined in P,  and therefore are not new. The result of this 
operation is then 
- P1 = P UDdef I-1 
Example 1 
P={ 
(rain-max, part 1). Let P be the following program 
min([X], X). 
m~n([XlXs], Y) ~ m~n(Xs, Z), in/(X, Z, Y). 
m,~([X], X). 
max([XlXs], Y) ~ max(Xs, Z), sup(X, Z, Y). 
i n / (x ,  Y, x )  ,-- x < y. 
inf(X, Y, Y) *--- - (X  < Y). 
sup(X, Y, Y) ~-- X < Y. 
sup(X, Y, X) ~ ~(X <_ Y). 
cl : med(Xs, Med) ~-- min(Xs, Min), 
max(Xs, Max), 
Med is (Min + Max)~2. 
here med(Xs, Med) reports in Med the average between the minimum and the 
maximum of the values in the list Xs. 
We may notice that the definition of med(Xs, Med) traverses the list Xs twice. 
This is obviously a source of inefficiency. In order to fix this problem via an un- 
fold/fold transformation, we first have to introduce a new predicate minmax. Let us 
then add to program P the following new definition: 
Ddef = {c~: minmax(Xs, Min, Max) *--- min(Xs, Min), max(Xs, Max). ) H 
Step  2. Unfo ld ing  in Ddef. We transform Ddef into Dunf by unfolding some of its 
clauses. The clauses of P are therefore used as unfolding clauses. This process can 
be iterated several times and usually ends when all the clauses that we want to fold 
have been obtained; the result of this operation is 
- P2=PUDunr  [] 
Example 1 (rain-max, part 2). We can now unfold the atom rnin(Xs, Min) in the 
body of c2, the result is 
c3: rninrnax([X], X, Max) ,-- max(IX], Max). 
c4 : minrnaz([X]Xs], Min, Max) ~-- rnin(Xs, Y), 
inf(X, Y, Min), 
max([X ]X s], M az ). 
In the bodies of both clauses we can then unfold predicate max. Each clause gener- 
ates two clauses. 
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min. ax([x], x, x). 
cs:  minmax([X], X, Max) ~ max([ ], Z), sup(Z, X, Max). 
cr : minmax([X], Min, X) ~ rain([ ], Y), inf(X, Y, Min). 
c8: minmax([XlXs], Min, Max) 4--- min(Xs, Y), 
inf(X, }I, Min), 
max(Xs, Z), 
sup(X, Z, Max). 
Clauses c6 and c7 can then be eliminated by unfolding respectively the atoms 
max([ ], Z) and rain([ ], Y). Dunf consists then of the following clauses. 
min ax([X], x, x). 
cs:  minmaz([X[Xs], Min, Max) ,-- min(Xs, Y), 
inf(X, Y, Min), 
max(Xs, Z), 
sup(X, Z, Max). 
Still, rninmax traverses the list Xs twice; but now we can apply a recursive folding 
operation. D 
Step  3. Recurs ive  fo lding.  Let c{ : Hi ~-- [~i be one of the clauses of Ddef, which 
was introduced in Slep 1, and cl : A ~--/3', S. be (a renaming of) a clause in Dunf. 
If there exists a substitution 0, Dora(O) = Var(cl) such that 
(a) h 0; 
(b) 0 does not bind the local variables ofci, that is for any x, y E Var(Bi)\Var(fIi) 
the following three conditions hold 
- xO is a variable; 
- x0 does not appear in A, S, HiO; 
- if z -~ y then zO # yO; 
(c) cl is the only clause of Ddef whose head unifies with HiO; 
(d) all the literals of B'  are the result of a previous unfolding. 
then we can fold HiO in cl, obtaining cl I : A ~--HiO, S. This operation can be 
performed on several conjunctions imultaneously, even on the same clause. The 
result is that Dunf is transformed into Dfold and hence 
- P3  = PU Drola [:] 
Example 1 (rain-raax, par~ 3). We can now fold min(Xs, Y), max(Xs, Z) in the 
body of cs. The resulting program Dfold consists of the following clauses 
c5: minmax([X], X, X). 
c9: minmax([X[Xs], Min, Max) ~-- minraax(Xs, Y, Z), 
inf(X, Y, Min), 
sup(X, Z, Max). 
minmax(Xs, Min, Max) has now a recursive definition and needs to traverse the 
list Xs only once. In order to let the definition of rned enjoy of this improvement, 
we need to propagale predicate rninmax inside its body. o 
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Step  4. P ropagat ion  fo ld ing.  Technically, the difference between this step and 
the previous one is that now the folded clause comes form the original program P. 
This allows us to drop condition (d) of the folding operation. 
Let cl : Hi *--/)i be one of the clauses of Daef, which was introduced in S~ep I, 
and cl : A *-- IV, S. be (a renaming of) a clause in the original program P. If there 
exists a substitution 9, Dorn(O) = Yar(ci) such that the conditions (a), (b) and (c) 
defined above are satisfied, then we can fold Hi0 in cl, obtaining cl I : A *--- Hi6, S. 
Also this operation can be performed on several conjunctions imultaneously, even 
on the same clause. The result is that P is transformed into Pfold and therefore 
- P4 = Pfo|d U Dfold 
Ezample 1 (min-maz, part 4). We can now fold min(Xs, Y) ,max(Xs,  Z) in the 
body of cl, in the original program P. The resulting program is 
Pfola = P \{c l}  U {c10: med(Xs) ~-- rninmaz(Xs, Min, Mar.), 
Med is (Min + Max)/2. } 
And then the final program is P4 = Pfold I../ Dfold = 
= { c~: .~inma=([x], x ,  x) .  
c9 :  minmaz([XlXs], Min, Max) ~-- 
clo : med(Xs) *-- 
+ definitions for predicates min, rnaz, 
minmax( X s, Y, Z ), 
inf(X, Y, Min), 
sup(X, Z, Max). 
minrnaz( X s, M in, Max), 
Med is (Min + Maz)/2. 
inf and sup.} 
Notice also that predicates rain and max are no longer used by the program, rn 
3.3 Semant ic  cons iderat ions  
The schema (that is, the method we propose) is similar but more restrictive than the 
transformation sequence with modified folding 3 proposed by Seki [24]. The (only) 
limitation consists in the fact that the schema requires the operations to be per- 
formed in fixed order: for instance it does not allow a propagation folding to take 
place before a recursive folding. We believe that in practice this is not a bothering 
restriction, as it corresponds to the "natural" procedure that is followed in the pro- 
cess of transforming a program. In fact, in all the papers we cite, all the examples 
that can be reduced to a transformation sequence as in [24], can also be reduced to 
the given transformation schema. 
Since the schema can be seen as a particular case of the transformation sequence, 
it enjoys all its properties, among them, it preserves the following semantics of the 
initial program: the success et [26], the computed answer substitution set [14], the 
s here we are adopting Seld's notation, and we call modified folding the one presented 
in [22, 24], which preserves the finite failure set, as opposed to the one introduced by 
Tamaki and Sato in [26], which does not. 
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finite failure set [24], the Perfect model semantics for stratified programs [24], the 
Well-Founded semantics [25], the Stable model semantics [23, 4]. 
However, as it is, the schema suffers of the same problems of the sequence, i.e., 
Fitting's Models is not preserved. This is shown by the following example. 
Example 2. Let P1 = P UDdef, where P and Ddef are the following programs 
D~or = { p ,-- q(X). } 
P = { q(s(X)) ~ q(x),t(O). 
t(o). } 
As we fix a language s that contains the constant 0 and the function s / l ,  we have 
that 3X q(X) is false in Fit(P1), consequently, p is also false in Fit(P~). Now let us 
unfold q(X) in the body of the clause in Ddef; the resulting program is the following. 
P2 = P U Dunf, where 
Dunf = { P +'-- q(Y),t(O). ) 
P = { q(s(x))  ~ q(X),t(o). 
t(o). } 
We can now fold q(Y) in the body of the clause of Dunf, the resulting program is 
P3 = P U Dfold, where 
Ofold = { P e- p,t(O). } 
P = { q(s(X)) ~ q(X),t(O). 
t(o). } 
Now we have that p is undefined in the Fitting model of P3. [:3 
So, in order for the transformation to preserve Fitting's model of the original 
program, we need some further applicability conditions. Therefore the following. 
Theorem 6 Correctness .  Let P1,. . . ,  P4 be a sequence of programs obtained ap- 
plying the transformation schema to program P. Let also Ddef --~ {Hi ~ Bi } be the 
set of clauses introduced in Step 1, and, for each i, 5)i be the set of local variables of 
ci: 5Ji = Var(Bi)\Var(Hi) .  I f  each cl in Da~f satisfies the following condition: 
A each lime that 3~i BiO is false in some r then there exists a non-limit ordinal 
c~ < 13 such that 3Col BiO is false in ~ 
Then Fit(P1) = Fit(P2) = Fit(P3) = Fit(P,). 
Proof .  The proof is given in the subsequent Section 4. o 
On condi t ion A. Condition A is in general undecidable, it is therefore important 
to provide some other decidable sufficient conditions. For this, in the rest of this 
Section, we adopt the following notation: 
" Dder = {cl : Hi *"/Ts'} is the set of clauses introduced in Step 1, 
and, for each i, 
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- wi = Var(Bi) \Var(Hi)  is the set of local variables of ci. 
First, it is easy to check that if ci has no local variables, then it satisfies A. 
P ropos i t ion  7. I f  wl = O then ei satisfies A. 
Proof .  It follows at once from the definition of Fitting's operator. O 
This condition, though simple, is met by most of the examples found in the 
literature; if we are allowed an informal "statistics", of all the papers cited in our 
bibliography, seven contain practical examples in clausal form which can be assim- 
ilated to our method ([6, 14, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26]), and of them, only two contain 
examples where the "introduced" clause contains local variables ([14, 20]). Our Ex- 
ample 1 satisfies the condition as well. 
Nevertheless Proposition 7 can easily be improved. First let us consider the fol- 
lowing Example 4. 
Example 3. Let P1 = P U Ddef, where P and Dder are the following programs 
Ddef = { c0 : br(X, Y)  +--- reach(X, Z), reach(Y, Z). } 
P = { reach(X,Y) *-- arc(X,Y).  
reach(X, Y)  ,--- arc(X, Z), reach(Z, Y). } U DB 
Where DB is any set of ground unit clauses defining predicate arc. reach(X, Y)  holds 
iff there exists a path starting from node X and ending in node Y, while br(X, Y)  
holds iff there exists a node Z which is reachable both from node X and node Y. [] 
In this Example the definition of predicate br can be specialized and made re- 
cursive via an unfold/fold transformation. Despite the fact that clause co contains 
the local variable Z, it is easy to see that A is satisfied. This is due to the fact that 
P is actually a DATALOG (function-free) program. 
We now show that if (a part of) the original program P is function-free (or 
recursion-free) then A is always satisfied. 
Let us first introduce the following notation. Let p, q be predicates, we say that 
p refers to q in program P if there is a clause of P with p in its head and q in its 
body= The depends on relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of refers to. 
Let L be a conjunction of literals, by PIL we denote the set of clauses of P that 
define the predicates which the predicates in/] depend on. We say that a program is 
recursion-free if there is no chain P l , . . - ,Pk of predicate symbols such that pi refers 
to pi+x and Pk = Pl. With an abuse of notation, we Mso call a program function-free 
if the only terms occurring in it are either ground or variables. 
We can now state the following. 
P ropos i t ion8 .  For each index i, and each w E ffJi, let us denote by L~ the subset 
of Bi formed by those literals where w occurs. If for every Lw, one of the following 
two conditions holds: 
4 The example is actually a rhodification of Example 2.1.1 in [22] 
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(a) P1 ]s is recursion-free, or 
(b) Pi lL .  is function-free; 
then each ci satisfies A. 
Proof ,  First we need the following Observation. 
Observation 9 Let Q be a function-free or a recursion-free program, then for some 
integer k, Fit(Q) = r 
Proof. Straightforward [] 
Now fix an index i, and let Col = wl , . . . ,  win, and let hT/be the subset of Bi consisting 
of those literals that do not contain any of the variables in ~i. It is immediate that, 
for any ordinal a, and for any substitution 0
r  iff r  ... ASwmL,o~OA)VIO (1) 
Now suppose that, for some ordinal or, and substitution O, 3Col [3i0 is false in ~ .  
By (1), either (O ~-40 is false in etp~, or 0/)  there exists an i such that ?wi ;~0 is 
false in ~;  we treat the two cases separately. 
(i), 1OO is false in ~Ie~, then, by the definition of ~p~, there exists a non-limit 
ordinal/3 < (~ such that )O0 is false in ~TP and, by (1), 3~5i/)i0 is false in ~b Tp - -  P I  ' P I  " 
(ii), 3wi Lw,O is false in ~rp:, since P11L., is function or recursion-free, by Obser- 
vation 9 there exists an integer k such that 3wi Lw~0 is false in ~pk; again, by (1), 
3tbi Bid is false in ~irpk. 
So, in any case, there exists a non-limit ordinal ~3 _< o~ such that 3ffJi BiO is false 
in ~T~ Since this holds for any index i, the thesis follows. 13 
P I "  
Check ing  A "a poster io r i " .  We now show that condition A holds in P0 iff it 
holds in any program of the unfold part of the transformation sequence. This gives 
us the opportunity of providing further sufficient conditions. 
First let us restate A as follows: 
A ' :  For each substitution 0 and non-limit ordinal/3, if Hi/? is false in ~T~+I then 
P l  ' 
HiO is false in #T~ Pa as  well. 
Now, let P~ be a program which is obtained from P1 by applying some unfolding 
transformation. It is easy to see 5 that Hi satisfies A ~ in P1 iff Hi satisfies A '  in P~. 
So the advantage of A '  over A is that it can be checked a posteriori at any time 
during the unfolding part of the transformation. So Proposition 8 can be restated 
as follows. 
P ropos i t ion  10. Let P[ be a program obtained from P1 by (repeatedly) applying the 
unfolding operation. Let D~der be the subset of P' corresponding to Ddef in P. I f  for 
each clause c of D~def, and for every variable y, local to the body of c 
5 This is a direct consequence of Lemma 11, which is given in the next Section 
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! ~ - P~ [L, is recursion-free or function.free, 
where L~ denotes the subset of the body of c consisting of those literals where y 
occurs; 
then each ci satisfies A in P1. 
Proof .  It is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Proposition 8. [:3 
4 Cor rec tness  o f  the  t rans format ion  
The aim of this section is to prove the correctness of the transformation schema wrt 
Fitting's semantics, Theorem 6. 
4.1 Cor rec tness  of  the  unfo ld  operat ion  
First we consider the unfold operation. To prove its correctness we need the following 
technical Lemma. 
Lemmal l .  Let pi be the program obtained by unfolding an atom in a clause of 
program P. Then for each integer i and limit ordinal fl, 
Ti _ r - c_ and  c , 
_ ~12 i [d~T~ 9 ~(~' / )  C ~Ti {~T#~ and ~ (~T#~ C ~p ,~p ). 
_ ~t-p~ \~p~ ] ~P~ k~P ~ 1 - -  
Proof .  The proof is given in [7]. t3 
This brings us to a preliminary conclusion. 
Coro l la ry  12 Cor rec tness  of  the  unfo ld  operat ion .  Let P~ be the result of un- 
folding an atom of a clause in P. Then 
- F i t (P )  = F i t (P ' )  [] 
It should be mentioned that, because of the particular structure of the transfor- 
mation sequence, here we never use self-unfoldings (that is, unfoldings in which the 
same clause is both the unfolded clause and one of the unfolding ones). Consequently 
the correctness of Step 2 follows also from a result of Gardner and Shepherdson [12, 
Theorem 4.1] which states that if the program pt is obtained from P by unfold- 
ing (but not self-unfolding), then Comp(P)  and Comp(P' )  are logically equivalent 
theories 6 . 
The following is a second, technical result on the consequences of an unfolding 
operation which will be needed in the sequel. 
Lemma13.  Let P be a normal program, cl : A *-- f<. be a definite, clause of P. 
Suppose also that cl is the only clause of P whose head unifies with AO. If  P '  is 
the program obtained by unfolding at least once all the atoms in [<, then, for each 
non-limit ordinal c~ 
e In [12] this result is stated for the usual two-valued program's completion. By looking at 
the proof it is straightforward to check that it holds also for the three-valued case 
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- ifAO is true (resp. false) in ~ ,+1 then AO is true (resp. false) in 0~? 
Proof .  Let us first give a simplified proof by considering the case when/-f  consists 
of two atoms H, J and we perform a single unfolding on them; we will later consider 
the general case. 
Let {H1 +--/~1.,..., H ,  ~/},~.} be the set of clauses of P whose head unify with 
H via mgu's r  r  and let {J1 '-'- C1. , . - . ,  Jm '-- C,,~} be the set of clauses of 
P whose head unify with J. Unfolding H in cl and then J in the resulting clauses, 
will lead to the following program: 
P' = P\{c l )  U (d,,j : (A *-- [3,, (~j.)0i,j)} 
Where Oi,j = mgu(Jr Jj). Here some of the clauses dij  may be missing due to the 
fact that Jr and Jj may not unify, but this is of no relevance in the proof. 
Note that the clauses did are the only clauses of P~ whose head could possibly 
unify with A. 
Let • = Vat(H, J ) \Var(A)  be the set of variables local to the body. We have to 
consider two cases. 
a) AO is lrue in ai?o+l ~p . By the definition of JR,  (3~ H, J)O is lrue in CTp~. There 
has to be an extension a of 0, Dora(a) = Dora(O) U f/ = Vat(A,  H, J) such that 
(H, J )a  is true in ~ .  Let Hi ~/31 and Jj +--Cj be the clauses used to prove, 
respectively, Ha  and Ja .  Hence there exists a r such that Oi,jV[Dom(o) = a, Ha = 
-_ ~Ta- i  HiOi,jr, Ja JjOi,jr, and (Bi,Cj)Oi,jr is irue in ~Tp~-l. By Lemma 11, ~s, C_ 
] 'a - - I  n~Ta-  1 p, , hence (B{, Cj)O{,jr is irue in ~-p, . It follows that AOi,j r = Aa = AO is irue 
ta in 45p,. 
b) AO is false in 4~Tp a+l. By the definition of 4~p, (3~ H, J)O is false in ~/iTpa. Hence 
for all extensions a of 0, such that Dora(a) = Dorn(O) t3 ~l = Vat(A,  H, J), we have 
that (H, J )a  is false in ~Ie~. 
Hence for all such a's, and for all i , j  and r such that Oi,jr[Dom(a) = a, H~ = 
~ ~ fsTa_  1 Hi Oi,j r, Ja = Jj Oi,jr, we have that (Bi, Cj)Oi,j 7" is false in ~e  . By Lemma 11, 
Ta-1  __ d i ' fa -1  (Bi,Cj)Oi,jT is OTpa,1. Since the clauses di, j are the p C .-p, , hence false in 
only ones that define A in P ' ,  we have that AOi,j 7" = Ao- = AO is false in O~a,. 
Now to complete the proof, we have to observe two facts: 
- First, that if we perform some further unfoldings on the resulting clauses, then 
we can only "speed up" the process of finding the truth value of A. In fact, by the 
same kind of reasoning used above, if AO is true in ~sTpa,, and P"  is obtained from p, 
by unfolding some atoms in the bodies of the clauses did, then, for some fl < a, AO 
is true in oTpO. 
- Second, that if cl contains just one atom, or more than two atoms, then the 
exact same reasoning applies. 12 
4.2 The  rep lacement  operat ion  
In order to prove the correctness of the unfold/fold transformation schema we will 
use (a simplified version of) the results in [6, 7] on the simultaneous replacement 
operation. 
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The replacement operation has been introduced by Tamaki and Sato in.[26] 
for definite programs. Syntactically it consists in substituting a conjunction, C, of 
literals with another one,/) ,  in the body of a clause. 
Similarl_y, simultaneous replacement consists in substituting a set of conjunctions 
of literals {61 . . . .  , C~ ), with another corresponding set of conjunctions {/91,..., b .  ) 
in the bodies of the clauses of program P; here each Ci represents a subset of the 
body of a clause of P and we assume that if i r j then Ci and Cj do not overlap, 
that is, they are either found in different clauses or they represent disjoint subsets 
of the same clause. 
Note that the fact that each C~ may occur in the body of only one clause of P is 
not restrictive, as even if i r j, Ci and Cj may actually represent identical iterals. 
We now give a simplified version of the applicability conditions introduced in [6, 7] 
in order to ensure the preservation ofthe semantics through the transformation. Such 
conditions depend on the semantics we associate to the program. Our first require- 
ment is the semantic equivalence of the replacing and the replaced conjunctions of 
literals. 
Def in i t ion 14 Equivalence of formulas.  Let E, F be first order formulas and P 
be a normal program. 
- F is equivalent to E wrt Fit(P), F ...p E, if for each ground substitution 0
EO is true (resp. false) in Fit(P) iff FO is. rn 
Note that F mR E iff Fit(P) ~ V(F r E). 
Example 4. Let P be the program in Example 1. We have that 
med(Xs, Med) ~p 3X, Y min(Xs, X) A max(Xs, Y) A Meg = (X + Y)/2 [3 
With many respects, and with some caution, two equivalent (conjunctions of) 
literals can be used interchangeably; for example, if q is a new predicate we want to 
give a definition to, and we know that A ..~p B then defining q by introducing the 
new clause q ,--- A is, from Fitting's semantics viewpoint, equivalent to doing it by 
introducing q~- B. 
Notice that the formula in Example 4 we had to specify X and Y as existentially 
quantified variables. When we want to replace the conjunction C with D, in the 
clause cl the first requirement of those applicability conditions is the equivalence of 
35 ~' and B~ D, where $ is a set of "local variables", that is, variables which appear 
in C and/or /), but which do not occur anywhere lse in the clause that we are 
transforming. The equivalence is required as it would make no sense to replace 
with something which has a different meaning. Unfortunately this is not enough, in 
fact we need the equivalence to hold also after the transformation. The equivalence 
can be destroyed when D depends on cl, in which case the operation may introduce 
an infinite loop. 
In order to prove that no fatal loops are introduced, we make use of a further 
concept. Here we say that the (closed) formula G is defined in the interpretation I, 
if the truth value of G in I is not undefined. 
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Def in i t ion l5  not-s lower.  Let P be a normal program, E and F be first order 
formulas. Suppose that F up  E. We say that 
- F is not-slower that E if for each ordinal tr and each ground substitution ~: 
Ta if EO is defined in ~p , then FO is defined in r as well. 0 
So F is not-slower that E if, for each 8, computing the truth value of FO never 
requires more iterations that computing the one of EO. In a way we could then say 
that the definition of F is at least as efficient as the one of E. 
The following Theorem shows that if the replacing conjunctions are equivalent 
to and not-Mower than the replaced ones, then the replacement operation is correct. 
Theorem 16. Let P~ be a program obtained by simultaneously replacing the con- 
junctions {C1 . . . .  ,Ca} with {D1,...,/gr,} in the bodies o/the clauses of P. I / fo r  
each Ci, there ezists a (possibly empty) set of variables xi such that the following 
three conditions hold: 
(a) [locality of the variables in ki]. @, is a subset of the variables local to Ci and 
Di, that is, ~ C_ Var (~)U Var(b~) and the variables in ~i don't occur in 
{/)1 . . . . .  [91-1, [9i+1 . . . .  , Dn} nor anywhere lse in the clause where Ci is found. 
(b) [equivalence of the replacing and replaced parts]. 3~i Di Np 3~i Ci 
(c) [the Di's are not-slower than the Ci's]. 3@i Di is not-slower than 3~i Ci. 
then Fit(P) = Fit(P') .  
Proof .  This is a particular case of Corollary 3.16 in [7]. 
A property we will need in the sequel is the following. 
P ropos i t ion  17. Suppose that A *--C, E is a clause of P and that P~ is obtained 
from P by replacing C with D in such a way that lhe conditions of Theorem 16 are 
satisfied (so that F i t (P)  = Fit(P')).  Then 
- Each time that AO is true (resp. false) in r then AO is true (resp. false) in 
Proof .  This is a consequence of the fact that the replacing conjunction is not- 
slower than the replaced one. The formal proof is omitted here, it can be inferred 
by analyzing the proof of Theorem 3.15 in [7] O 
Before we provide the proof of the correctness of the four step schema, we need 
to establish some further preliminary results. The first one states that the converse 
of A holds in any case. 
P ropos i t ion  l8.  Each time that 3ff~BO is true in some qSIZ then there exists a P l  t 
non-limit ordinal a < [3 such that 3ff~ BO is true in ~Tp:. 
Proof .  It follows at once from the definition of Fitting's operator. [] 
The following important ransitive property holds: 
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Propos i t ion l9 .  Let P and P'  be normal programs , E and F be first order formulas; 
- I f  E ,..p F and F i t (P )  = Fit(P ' ) ,  then E ,~,, F. D 
Now we can provide the details of the proof. 
4.3 Correctness  of the four step schema 
We now prove the correctness of the four step schema. For the sake of simplicity 
we restrict ourselves to the case in which Step 1 introduces only one clause. The 
extension to the general case is straightforward. 
Let P1, . . .P4 be the sequence of programs obtained via the four step schema: 
P1 is the initial program, i.e. the one that contains Ddef. P2, Pa and P4, are the 
programs obtained by applying steps Step 2 through Step 4. In order to show that 
the Fitting's models of programs P1 . . . .  P4 coincide, we proceed as follows: 
By the correctness of the unfolding operation, Corollary 12 we have that Fit(P1) = 
Fit(P2). 
We perform some further unfolding on some atoms of P2, obtaining a new pro- 
gram that we will call P2u, again by Corollary 12 we have that Fit(P2) = Fit(P2~); 
then we produce a "parallel sequence" of programs Psu, P4u by applying the simulta- 
neous replacement operation, miming, to some extent, the original transformation. 
By applying Theorem 16 we will show that Fit(P2~) = Fit(Psi)  = Fit(P4~). 
Finally we show that programs P~u and P4u are obtainable respectively from P3 
and P4 by appropriately applying the unfold operation, and hence, by Corollary 12, 
that Fit(Ps) = F i t (Ps i )  and that Fit(P4) = Fit(P4,) .  This will end the proof. Fig.1 
illustrates both the original transformation and its parallel sequence. 
In it ia l  p rogram.  Let us establish some notation: P1. . .  P4 are the programs ob- 
tained by applying the four step schema to program P, and co : H *-- B. is the 
(only) clause added to program P in Step 1. We also denote by tb the set of the local 
variables of ci, z5 = Var (B) \Yar (H) .  For the moment, let us make the following 
restriction: 
- till the end of 4.3, we assume that/3 doesn't contain negative literals. 
Later, in subsection 4.4, we will prove the general case. 
A simple consequence of the fact that co is the only clause defining the predicate 
symbol of H is the following. 
Observation 20 
- H ~p~ 3(v [~; [] 
P2 and P2~- P2 is obtained by unf(~lding some of the atoms in/~, so/)2 = P tA {Ai ,-- 
Ui, Ni}, where the atoms in Ni are those that have not been unfolded during Step 1 
(N stands for Not unfolded, while U for Unfolded), so/V/is equal to a subset of an 
instance of/3 and each Ai is an instance of H. We obtain P2u from P2 by further 
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unfolding all the atoms in each ~'~. We denote by {eij : (Ai  ~-~7 i )T i j , / ) i j}  the 
J . i 
set of clauses of P2u obtained from clause cl by unfolding the atoms in Ni. By  the 
correctness of the unfolding operation, Corollary 12, we have that 
F i t (P , )  = F i t (Pz )  = Fi t (P2u)  (2) 
Pt = P U Ddef 
where Ddef = {co : H ~-- B} 
P2 = P U Dunf 
where Dunf = {ci : Ai ,-- (Ji, Ni} 
9 P2u = PU DunJ .  
c' (A, O,)'ri,j, b,, A where Du,~l. = { i,j : ~-- 
P3 = P U Dfold ~ 
where Dfold = {c~ : Ai ~-- U[, Ni} 
9 ' ' P3u = PUDlo ld*  
e' (Ai  ~- - '  9 where Dlozd. = { i,j : U~)7iz, 1)i,j ) 
P4 -7- Pfold U Dfold 
where Dfold = { c~ : Ai *-- U~ , Ni } 
9 P4~ = Pfotd U Dlota..  
where D.toZd,. -- {c~j: (Ai ~-U/t)Tij ,  D ; j )  
Fig. 1. Diagram of the transformation (left) together with the "parallel sequence" 
(right). 
Moreover, the following properties hold: 
Observation 21 
- H is not-slower than ]ffJ B in P2,. 
Proof. From Observation 20 we have that H "~el 3t5/3. The first statement follows 
then from (2) and Proposition 19. For the second, fix 0 and let fl be the least ordinal 
such that 3~/~0 is true (or false) in ~t~.  The clauses defining the atoms in /~ 
are the same in P1, P2 and P2~, so S~/~ is true (resp. false) in ~ta p  as well. From 
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condition A and Proposition 18 we have that /3 is a non-limit ordinal. Hence, by 
the definition of r H0 is true (resp. false) in ~T#+I and, by Lemma 13 H9 is true 
(resp. false) in ~T~. n 
P3 and Psi" Ps~ is obtained from P~ as follows. 
Suppose that in Step 2 we performed a recursive folding on the clause cl : 
Ai ,--/30./~/', Ni of P~, obtaining c~ : Ai +--- HO, Ri, Ni in Ps. In the diagram we de- 
note by U[ the conjunction of liter Ms resulting from the application of the recursive 
folding on the conjunction Ui (so Ui = BO, R~ and b'/' = Ha,/~i). 
On P~u we then perform the following. In each of the clauses ci,j we transform 
UiTi,j into U~Ti,j by replacing conjunctions of literals of the form BOTi,j with HOTi,j 
wherever needed; we call the resulting clauses c~j. It is easy to see that if we unfold 
all the atoms in Ni in the body of clause c~ in Ps, then the resulting clauses are 
exactly the c~j in Psu; this is best shown by the diagram. Hence P3u is obtainable 
from P3 by appropriately applying the unfolding operation. From Corollary 12 it 
follows that 
Fit(P3) = r it(P3u) (3) 
Now we show that Fit(P2u) = Fit(Psi) .  First we need the following. 
Propos i t ion22.  Let Q be a program, A, B be atoms and ~ be a set of variables, 
such thai A .-.Q 3~I B. Suppose also that 0 is a renaming over ~ and thai for each 
variable z that occurs in A or B, but not in ~1, Var(zrl) N Var(~p?) = O. Then 
- A~ ~Q 3(9rl) B ,  
Proof .  Straightforward. O 
Since 7ij results from unfolding the atoms in Ni, we have that Dom(Ti j )  f~ Var(ci) 
C Var(Ni) .  Hence, by the conditions on 0 in Step 2, Dorn(Ti,j ) N~0 = 0 and 
(vOTi,j = ~0; so 07i,j is a renaming over ~, and the variables in (oO"[i,j do not occur 
anywhere lse in cij. From Observation 21 and Proposition 22 we have that 
-- H OTi,J "~P2. 3(wOTi,j ) ff~O~'i,j ; 
-- HO"[i,j is not-slower than 3(wO~[i,j) BO'Ti,j in P~u. 
Since we obtained Pzu from P2u by simultaneously replacing conjunctions (of the 
form) [~07i,j with HOTi,j , by Theorem 16 
Fit(P2u) = Fit(Psu). (4) 
Moreover, the following properties hold: 
Observation g3 
- H ~ '~u 3~ B; 
- H is not-slower than 3ff~ B in P3u. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Observation 21, (4) and Proposition 19. For 
the second first note that going from P~ to P3, we have affected only clauses that 
define the predicate new, moreover no other predicates definition depends on these 
clauses, in particular the atoms in /3 are independent from them, hence, since H is 
not-slower than 3~/3 in P2~, the statement follows from Proposition 17. o 
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/'4 and P4u. P4 is obtained from Ps by transforming some of the clauses of P of 
the form A ,---/30, s into A *--- HO, E. 
Now we want to obtain P4u from P3u in such a way that P4u is obtainable also 
from P4 by unfolding the atoms in the conjunctions Ni. 
Let d : A *---BO, E be one of the clauses of P3 that are transformed in Step 1. 
First note that d belongs both to P3 and P3~, in fact d was already present it the 
original program P, and never modified. We can then apply the same operations 
to the clauses of P3u. Observe that for the conditions on 0 given in Step 1, and by 
Observation 23 we have that 
Observalion 24 
- HO "m.  3 (~o)  [~o 
- HO is not-slower than 3(COO) [30 in P3u [] 
Second, notice that in case that d was used as unfolding clause for going from P2 
to P2", then some instances of/30 were propagated into P3u. Using the notation of 
the diagram, this is the case when some/7/( in P2) is of the form #,~i  where A and 
A' are unifiable atoms, then one of the / ) i j  (in P2u) is of the form Did = (B, ff'i)O'. 
" = HO ~, Fi, that has HO ~ instead However, if we unfold Ni in s what we get is Di, j 
of/30 ~. By the same argument used for 07i,j in 4.3, we have that 
Observation 25 
- HO' "Pa .  B (~O' )  /30' 
- HO' is not-slower than 3(CvO') BO' in P3~ 
So in order to obtain P4u from P3u we have then to do two things: First, replace 
/30, with the corresponding HO in all the clauses d that are transformed in Step 4. 
- i  Second, replace/30' with HO' in the/) i , j  so that P4u contains Di j  instead of Di j .  
This tantamounts o the application of a simultaneous replacement. 
From Observations 24 and 25, and Theorem 16 we have that 
Fit(P3u) = Fit(P4,)  (5) 
Moreover P4u is obtainable from *~ by unfolding all the atoms in the conjunctions 
N/ in the clauses where they occur. Hence 
Fit(P4) = Fit(P4u). (6) 
So far, because of (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), we have the following 
Propos i t lon26.  I f  condition A holds and [~ does not contain negative literals, then 
- Fit(P1) = Fit(P2) = Fit (Ps)  = Fit(P4) [] 
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4.4 The  general  case 
We can finally prove Theorem 6. Let us state it again. 
Theorem 6. Let P1, . . . ,  P4 be a sequence of programs obtained applying the trans- 
formation schema to program P, Let also Ddef= {Hi ~-- [31} be the set of clauses 
introduced in Step 1, and, for each i, ff~i be the set of local variables of el: ~)i -= 
Var([3i) \Var(Hi) .  If  each ci in Ddef satisfies the following condition: 
A each time that 3(vi BiO is false in some r then there exists a non-limit ordinal Pt  t 
a <_ 13 such that 3ff)i [~iO is false in r  
Then Fit(P1) = Fit(P~) = Fit(Pz) = Fit(P4). 
Proof .  We consider here the simplified case in which Step 1 introduces only one 
clause which in turn contains only one negative literal in the body, i.e. Ddef = 
{co : H ~-- -,l(~),/~'}. The generalization to the case of multiple clauses and multiple 
negative literals is straightforward and omitted here. Notice that if co contained no 
negative literals, then the result would following directly from Proposition 26. 
We now perform a double transformation on PI: first, we enlarge it with the 
following new definition: d : notl(~l) ~-, l (~);  then, we replace each instance -~l(t) 
of l(~) that occurs in the body of a clause with the corresponding instance notl(~ 
of notl(~t). This replacement operation clearly preserves Fitting's model of the pro- 
grams, in fact it can be undone by unfolding. Let us call P~ the program so obtained. 
We have that 
Fit(P1) = Fit(P~)[Be, (7) 
Where Fit(P~)lBp, denotes the restriction of Fit(P~) to the atoms in the Herbrand 
base of P1. 
Now P~ contains, instead of clause e0, the following: C'o = H *-- notl(O), [~'. which 
is a definite clause. 
Now notice that, since the unfold operation is defined only for positive literals, 
then -~l(~)) is never unfolded in the transformation P1. . .P4.  It follows that, by 
performing the same operations used for going from Px to P4, we can obtain another 
"parallel sequence" P~.. .  P~ that starts with program P~. By the same arguments 
used to prove (7), we have that, for i E [1... 4], 
Fit(P,) = r l t (P ' ) lBp ,  (8) 
Moreover, by Proposition 26, 
Fit(P~) = Fit(P~) = Fit(P~) = Fit(P~) (9) 
From (8) and (9) the thesis follows. [] 
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